
metal seating family

Satisse



COMFORT WHERE IT’S NEEDED MOST.
With its diverse offering, guests are encouraged to relax and find support 
in the moment. Thoughtful design allows seamless reconfiguration, 
catering to changing priorities, floor plans, and cleaning regimens.

comfort is

Designed by Mike Shields



https://vimeo.com/jsifurniture/satisse?share=copy
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SATISSE

A MAGLINX™ 
ATTRACTION
MagLinx™ connectors make
installation simple and 
rearranging spaces a breeze. 
These patent-pending glide 
connectors create an incredibly 
strong magnetic bond without 
requiring hardware or additional 
tools, resulting in furnishings 
with endless flexibility.
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form plus
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SATISSE

ATTRACTIVE SPACES
THAT STAY THAT WAY
With a beautiful form that 
follows function, Satisse 
features a wall-saver design 
that positions the back legs to 
protect walls from markings, as 
well as a clean out at the back 
of every seat, complementing 
the unique lines of each unit.
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human
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SATISSE

HUMAN-CENTERED 
SEATING
Satisse considers multiple 
aspects of patient comfort, 
including easy access chairs 
designed for patients needing 
additional assistance getting in 
and out of seated positions. 
Guest seating and inline tables 
may be installed with 
connecting hardware
at the seat level.
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design that
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SATISSE

DESIGN THAT SITS WELL 
WITH EVERYONE
The arm arch design of Satisse 
allows everyone to settle into 
their most naturally 
comfortable resting position. 
The pommel arm grip is subtly 
curved to support visitors as 
they shift to stand.



Access to comfort is as 
important as access to care. 
Satisse puts everyone at ease 
by welcoming patients and 
their advocates with an offering 
that includes armless, high-back 
and seating in various widths.
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SATISSE

ACCESS TO COMFORT



warm +
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SATISSE

WARM + WELCOMING
Every detail matters when 
you’re creating an all-
encompassing experience for 
patients and families.  
Functional. Beautiful. Warm 
and welcoming. Satisse is 
designed to feel like home, so 
people feel cared for the 
moment they step into your 
space.
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flexible



Satisse was designed as a broad family 
with comfortable options to meet the 
needs of different people and spaces.
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SATISSE

LINKING OPTIONS
Glide linking chairs
– MagLinx™ or BoltLinx glides
– Narrow arm models only

Seat linking chairs
– Connecting hardware joins
    freestanding guest chairs
– Standard or leveling glides
– Narrow or wide arm models

seat linkingglide linking
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SATISSE

MAGLINX™ GLIDES
These patent-pending
glide connectors create
an incredibly strong magnetic
bond without requiring 
hardware or additional tools, 
making rearranging spaces a 
breeze.
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SATISSE

SEAT LINKING CHAIRS 
Connecting hardware joins
freestanding guest chairs
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SATISSE

ARM WIDTHS
Narrow arms
– Glide linking chairs
– Available in freestanding
   and seat linking chairs

Wide arms
– Lounge
– Available in freestanding
   and seat linking chairs

wide armnarrow arm
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SATISSE

ARM CAPS
Polyurethane
3D laminate
Solid surface
Solid wood

solid woodsolid surface

3D laminatepolyurethane
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SATISSE

TABLE EDGE PROFILES
Laminate
3D laminate
Solid surface
Veneer

veneersolid surface

3D laminatelaminate
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SATISSE

GLIDES
Standard
Leveling
MagLinx™
BoltLinx

BoltLinx glideMagLinx™ glide

leveling glidestandard glide
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SATISSE

WALL SAVER

loungeguest
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SATISSE

CLEAN OUT

loungeguest
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SATISSE

Designed for healthcare's 
challenges, Satisse seating 
ensures easy part replacement 
if damaged. This includes chair 
arms, seat and back.

REPLACEMENT PARTS
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SATISSE

PLANNING TYPICALS
All typicals shown are 
available in the Satisse 
Design Tools on our 
website.
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SATISSE

STATEMENT OF LINE
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SATISSE

OPTIONS ABOUND



metal seating

SATISSE

JSIFURNITURE.COM
Find more resources at


